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Helical Pile and Tieback insTallaTion wiTH Hand-Held equiPmenT
Jeff Kortan, P.E. • Director of Engineering 

installation to allow  
for safe operation of the 
drive head.  

Soil conditions aside, the 
size of helical pile installed 
and its corresponding 
capacity is limited by the 
size (torsional output) 
of the drive head, the 
physical size/weight of 
the machine and the 
hydraulic specifications of 
the machine.  That said, hand-held equipment is generally best suited 
for the installation of 1.5-inch square shaft tiebacks and round shaft 
piles up to about 2.875 inches in diameter.  Ultimate torque-correlated 
capacities on the order of 50 to 60 kips can be achieved in competent 
soils.  An appropriate factor of safety is then applied to account 
for uncertainties and to reduce anticipated deflections to within 
structurally-tolerable limits.  A factor of safety of 2.0 is typical for 
machine-installed helical piles and tiebacks where torque is monitored 
during installation.  Higher factors of safety are occasionally considered 
for hand-held installations where there is generally less control over 
the piles during advancement and a greater risk of soil disturbance.      

Helical piles and tiebacks installed with hand-held equipment have 
proven to be ideal deep foundation and anchoring solutions for interior 
work and sites with challenging access conditions.  Significant cost 
savings can be realized for a project when access does not have to be 
provided for larger installation equipment; e.g., removing sections 
of the building or constructing access ramps or working platforms.  
Therefore, even if more piles or tiebacks are needed due to the 
lower-capacity hand-held equipment, it may still prove to be the more 
economical option.   

Helical piles and tiebacks are installed with hydraulic drive 
heads that rotate the product into the ground by the 
application of torque.  These drive heads are generally 

designed with bail assemblies for mounting to machinery such as skid 
steers, mini-excavators, backhoes, and large track excavators.  Smaller, 
lighter-weight drive heads may also be used with hand-held equipment 
for interior or limited access installations.         

Helical piles and tiebacks installed with portable hand-held equipment 
may be one of few deep foundation options available when access 
for machinery is not feasible.  The bail assembly is removed and the 
drive head is mounted to the frame of the hand-held equipment so 
that it can be supported and operated by at least two technicians.  To 
provide the reaction for the output torque, a telescoping torque arm 

is attached to the frame of 
the hand-held equipment 
and secured against the 
ground, a wall, a column, or 
other suitable structure or 
device capable of resisting the 
torsional forces transferred 
to the end of the torque arm 
by the drive head.  Hand-held 
equipment is typically limited 
to a maximum installation 
torque of 6,000 ft-lb, with 
the rated capacity clearly 
specified by the manufacturer.

The drive heads are powered by the auxiliary hydraulics of gas and 
diesel machines or portable hydraulic power packs.  A benefit for 
interior work, the power source can be located outside and connected 
to the drive head with long hydraulic hoses to prevent generation of 
exhaust gases within the building.  A portable, remote valve assembly 
is then connected along the hydraulic lines in close proximity to the 

Helical pile installation with  
hand-held equipment

Helical tieback installation; Remote valve 
assembly near end of torque arm

Drive head with bail assembly attached  
to track excavator 



Trash compactor wedged 
within enclosure

Hand held equipment used 
to install tiebacks around and 

beneath compactor

COMMERCIAL

Project: Historic Fleming Building Renovation • Location: Des Moines, IA
Pile Installer: Foundation Supportworks® of Central Iowa

Challenge: The 11-story Fleming Building in downtown Des Moines was built in 1909. The  
low-rise building was constructed as a steel rigid frame with a brick and granite façade. 
Renovation plans were to convert current office space within the building to a mix of 
commercial and residential units. The renovation included new three-story and 11-story 
interior stairwells at opposite ends of the building. Subsurface conditions for the area of 
downtown Des Moines that includes the Fleming Building are known to consist of relatively 
weak sand and clay in the upper part of the profile. Deep foundations were then specified to 
support the loads from the new stairwells. All work would have to be completed from within 
the basement of the building.

Solution: A design working load of 20 kips per pile was specified with the capacity verified with 
a full-scale load test. A helical test probe consisting of a single 14-inch diameter helix plate on a 
1.5-inch square-bar shaft was advanced with hand held equipment in the area of the proposed 
11-story stairwell. The installation torque was monitored continuously to back-calculate soil 
strengths for helical pile design. A Model 288 (2.875-inch O.D. by 0.276-inch wall) round shaft 
helical pile with a 10”-12” double-helix lead section was then selected for the test pile. Due 
to the limited access and limited space within the basement, a tension test, requiring only a 
single reaction beam and wood cribbing, was completed to estimate the pile/soil deformation 
to load response. Fourteen production piles were installed, eight to support the 11-story 
stairwell and six to support the three-story stairwell. The test pile and production piles were 
installed with hand held equipment powered by a remote hydraulic source. The piles were 
advanced to depths from 30 to 45 feet below the basement floor elevation to achieve torque-
correlated ultimate capacities of at least twice the design working load (FOS ≥ 2). All work, 
including the tension load test, was completed in just five days.

Fleming Building

Project: Tuxworth Springs Condos – Wall Stabilization • Location: Decatur, GA
Pile Installer: Foundation Supportworks® of Georgia

Challenge: The condominium complex had a large trash compactor enclosed by three concrete 
block retaining walls and an access gate. The enclosure footprint measured approximately 
52 feet long by 17.5 feet wide. Unbalanced earth pressures on the up to 10 feet high block 
walls caused the walls to lean in at the top or crack and bow near the center. The walls were 
generally leaning-in near the gate end of the enclosure and bowing-in within the area of the 
trash compactor. The flared top of the catchment bin of the compactor was wedged within the 
sidewalls of the enclosure and now serving to brace the tops of the sidewalls and end wall. A 
tieback system was proposed to permanently stabilize the failing retaining walls. The narrow 
enclosure and the immovable trash compactor limited equipment access to install the tiebacks.

Solution: The wall stabilization detail included nine (9) Model 150 (1.5-inch round corner 
square bar) helical tiebacks. A mini-excavator could maneuver within the sidewalls of the 
enclosure to install the tiebacks away from the trash compactor. Hand held equipment would 
then be used to install tiebacks around the compactor and beneath the catchment bin. An 
8”-10” double-helix lead section was selected to minimize the size of penetrations through the 
walls and to support the design working tension load of 8 kips. The tiebacks were installed in a 
single row approximately six feet from the tops of the walls and at a center-to-center spacing of 
approximately four feet. The tiebacks were installed at downward angles of 10 and 15 degrees 
from horizontal. Standard extensions advanced the tiebacks to lengths from 12 to 55 feet to 
achieve torque-correlated ultimate capacities exceeding the design working load by factors of 
safety greater than three (FOS > 3).  The tieback installation was completed in just two days.

Production piles installed 
with hand held equipment

CASE STUDIES - HELICAL PILES AND TIEBACKS 



Helical pile installation

COMMERCIAL

Project: Ontario Science Centre • Location: Toronto, Ontario
Pier Installer: Foundation Supportworks® of Ontario

Challenge: Inspection of several wood “dead man”-type retaining walls identified bowing 
and yielding with movement at the joints. The existing retaining walls create pedestrian 
walkways along the west and south slopes below the Ontario Science Centre campus, and 
range in exposed wall face heights of 0.8 to 1.4 meters (2.6 to 4.6 feet) and lengths from 
10 to 24 meters (33 to 79 feet). A geotechnical investigation determined that global slope 
instability was not a concern. Equipment and machinery used for the project would be 
limited by available access to the steep and wooded slopes and requirements of minimal site 
disturbance and noise during construction.

Solution: Rehabilitation of existing timber walls included the construction of new poured 
concrete wall facing. The reinforced concrete walls would be framed with structural steel 
elements and supported vertically and laterally with helical piles and tiebacks. The project 
engineer specified an ultimate pile capacity of 110 kN (≈25 kips) in compression and ultimate 
tieback capacities of 110 to 128 kN (≈25 to 29 kips) in tension. Due to the equipment 
limitations, a hand held drive unit, powered by a remote hydraulic source, was used to install 
both the helical piles and tiebacks. Fifty-eight (58) Model 288 (2.875-inch OD by 0.276-inch 
wall) round shaft helical piles with an 8”-10” double-helix plate configuration were installed 
vertically to support the compression loads. The piles were fitted with new construction 
brackets which were welded to the steel framing of the concrete walls. Fifty-four (54) Model 
150 (1.5-inch round corner square bar) helical tiebacks with an 8”-10” double-helix lead 
configuration were installed through carefully cut holes in the timber walls and connected to 
steel channels at the tops and bottoms of the cast-in-place walls. Thirty (30) tiebacks were 
installed at a batter angle of 30 degrees from vertical and 24 tiebacks were installed at a 
batter angle of 60 degrees from vertical. 

Advancing triple-helix  
lead section

Project: Wilson Middle School Elevator Addition • Location: Cedar Rapids, IA
Pile Installer: MidAmerica Basement Systems

Challenge: An elevator addition was planned within the original Wilson Middle School building 
constructed in 1933. A soil boring completed outside the building identified mixed fill material to a 
depth of 11 feet over medium dense sand to a depth of 31 feet. Exterior grade at the test boring was 
approximately 2.5 feet below finished floor elevation and three feet above the proposed elevation for 
the elevator pit excavation. A deep foundation system was needed to transfer the new loads of the 
elevator addition to competent bearing soils below the fill. The deep foundation system would also 
minimize influence that the elevator loads would have on the existing shallow footings. Machinery 
used to install auger-cast piles, drilled shafts or driven piles could not access the proposed elevator 
location. The deep foundations would also have to be installed within the tight working space of the 
elevator pit excavation, which further limited installation equipment and foundation options. 

Solution: Helical piles were selected as the ideal deep foundation solution for this project given 
their ability to be installed with relatively small equipment within the confined space of the 
existing building. Twelve (12) Model 287 (2.875-inch OD by 0.203-inch wall) hollow round shaft 
helical piles with a 10”-12”-14” triple-helix lead section were selected to support the design 
working load of 25 kips per pile. A hand held drive unit, powered by a remote hydraulic source, 
was used to install the helical piles to at least 5,600 ft-lb of torque to correlate to ultimate pile 
capacities of at least 50 kips (FOS ≥ 2). Standard extensions advanced the piles to depths from 
14 to 20 feet below the bottom of the excavation. New construction brackets were bolted to 
the tops of the helical piles to be cast into the poured mat foundation of the elevator shaft. The 
twelve helical piles were installed in one day.

Piles installed within 
elevator pit

Hand held unit; installation 
aided by platform and tripod

Helical piles and  
tiebacks installed

CASE STUDIES - HELICAL PILES AND TIEBACKS 



“Helical piles and tiebacks 
installed with portable  

hand-held equipment may be 
one of few deep foundation 

options available when access 
for machinery is not feasible.”
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uPcoming webinar 
oPPorTuniTies

An Introduction to Helical Foundation Systems
1st Wednesday of every month 11:30am(CT) and 1:30pm(CT)

An Introduction to Polyurethane Foam Injection
2nd Wednesday of every month 11:30am(CT) and 1:30pm(CT)

An Introduction to Hydraulically Driven Push Pier Systems
3rd Wednesday of every month 11:30am(CT) and 1:30pm(CT)

To sign up email us at training@foundationsupportworks.com with 
the following information:

• Name of the firm
• Location of firm
• Approximate number of engineers/architects/GCs that 

will be in attendance
*FSI is an approved provider through the AIA, RCEP and the Florida State Board of Engineers for continuing 
education credits
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HelixPro® Design Software is a state-
of-the-art program that allows you to 
calculate bearing and uplift capacities 
of FSI helical piles as well as tension 
capacities of FSI helical tiebacks as 
they pertain to specific site and soil 
parameters.

Register today to use this FREE 
state-of-the-art software program:

www.helixpro.foundationsupportworks.com

HELICAL FOUNDATION DESIGN SOFTWARE FOR PROFESSIONALS

™


